matter may have advanced since their time of writing, they are today a source of information on Humanist and early Illuminist scholarship in Scandinavia at a time when relations between the kingdoms of Denmark and Sweden were in a state of conflict following the dissolution of the Kalmar Union in 1523.
The power struggle between the two Crowns was not always material: the sense of identity as well as primacy was just as important as the borders separating the kingdoms, over which they fought by force of arms. When questions of historical legitimacy were at stake, scholars took on the role of soldiers, while treatises and dissertations served as bayonet charges on the battlefield of academia.
With the renewed interest in Old Norse/Icelandic antiquities in the 17 th century (see Jakob Benediktsson 1987 [1981 ), Icelandic became yet another bone of contention in a series of claims for possession of a unique cultural heritage which the two rival kingdoms each perceived as theirs alone. It would thus seem only natural that the Icelandic-born Árni Magnússon should make a contribution to this aspect of the dispute.
The aim of the present article is to give renewed attention to the abovementioned two essays by editing them afresh, with an English translation for ease of access. 1 After an overview of the cultural milieu in Denmark and Sweden with respect to the Old Norse cultural heritage ( § 2) and Árni Magnússon's life and work ( § 3), the discussion focuses on the aforementioned essays, providing a context for their inclusion in MS AM 436 4to ( § 4). A diplomatic edition of the texts is then given ( § 5) in such a way as to convey an idea of the layout of the essays as they appear in the manuscript. The Latin original of each text is followed by an English translation. The final section ( § 6) consists of a commentary on the two texts and a brief evaluation of Árni Magnússon's scholarly approach as it emerges from the two essays.
The academic strife between Denmark and Sweden
The two essays in question were written at a time of particular rivalry between the kingdoms of Denmark and Sweden and should be read in that context. The two sections that follow will accordingly provide the reader with an overview of the cultural milieu of early modern Scandinavian Humanism and the use of the Old Norse cultural heritage by the rival Crowns of Denmark and Sweden. Daniae, Sueciae, et Noruagiae (Strasbourg, 1546) , it had never been published in its entirety. Finding a sufficiently complete text of the Gesta proved to be difficult, and it was not until 1514 that Christiern Pedersen was able to publish the work in Paris. As the first publication to draw attention to the history of Scandinavia, Gesta Danorum left such a strong impression on its international audience that it was reprinted in 1534 and 1576.
With its emphasis on the history of the North from a Danish point of view, Saxo's perspective did not appeal to Sweden, which appeared to have been relegated 2 In 1397, the three Scandinavian kingdoms, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, united under a single monarch in order to contain German expansion in the Baltic area. The united monarchy was nevertheless faced from the very beginning with problems arising from the divergent interests of the local aristocracies. The Swedish noblity in particular was dissatisfied with the position of Sweden within the Union, and this gave rise to an internal conflict that formed a threat to the Union as early as the 1430s. The Kalmar Union came to an end in 1523, with the accession of Gustav Vasa (d. 1560 and Saxo Grammaticus (cf. Flemming Lundgreen-Nielsen 2002: 355-356 Upon his return, the young scholar was appointed Secretary to the Royal Secret Archives, and received a full professorship in Danish Antiquities in 1701, the first Icelander to hold this position. Jónsson, and his colleague Páll Vídalín. The former in fact started to collect words for an Icelandic dictionary, which was later continued by his son (AM 433 fol.), whereas the latter was mostly concerned with the history of the legal lexicon in the law-book Jónsbók (Páll Vídalín 1854).
Although Árni was not a polymath, it does not surprise that his interests were wide and varied, as, indeed, one might expect of a philologist.
A brief overview of MS AM 436 4to
The manuscript bearing the shelfmark AM 436 4to is preserved at the 14 This essay can be seen to follow on logically from the previous two by Árni Magnússon, and the authors of the present article hope to be able to publish it on some future occasion.
The language-related content of the manuscript resumes in section 7 (ff. kirkia, alltari, biscup, prestr, diakn, diòfull, predikun, kross, fontr, munkr, klaustr, engill, mur, turn, vin, mitra, bagall, stola (f. 94r, see also Tarsi 2016 
The texts
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In this section the two essays under discussion are reproduced in a diplomatic edition, each followed by a translation of the text from Latin to English. knowledge, yet been supported with arguments that would command the agreement of the entire learned world. And however that may be, the books are still stated, no less than outrageously, indeed to have been written in the Old Gothic language, whereas they were written, as previously said, in Icelandic, in Iceland, and by Icelanders.
De gothicae lingvae nomine
[The Swedes] would therefore have [done] better to preserve the Icelandic name once they had understood the language and moreover (in order to achieve their desired end) to show with proper arguments that this Icelandic language is the same as that which the ancient Goths and their neighbours the Swedes spoke, so that anyone who might wish to gain knowledge of the ancient language of the Swedish people (which today is not a little distorted in relation to its origin) would not have to do anything other than turn to the old books of the Icelanders. These considerations, I
repeat, needed to be confirmed with arguments, but the Icelandic language should not be confused (in the absence of such proofs) with Old Gothic. However, this reasoning would perhaps have seemed rather more cumbersome, and perhaps there was no intention of persuading the world that such ideas were correct (though apart from that they would like to be believed): the alternative would be to declare these books, which are in truth Icelandic, to be Swedish, and hence the work of ancient writers of Certe alteri qvam Danicae lingvae originem debere videtur.
Some notes on the languages and migrations of the northern peoples by Árni
Magnússon
[as jotted down by himself, apparently as an aid to memory, on sheets which were found lying around after his death] Germanic origin, as appears from the language which they took with them.
The other branch of the immigrant population seems to have moved into Sweden, and from there into Scania, Uppland, and the whole of Norway, and to have expelled from those regions the people who evidently inhabited those lands before this immigration took place. It is likely that these were Finns or a similar people. It is from their language that place names foreign to our language seem to have been adopted, such as Skani, Oslo, and Bjorgyn, as well as Noregr, Borgund, Hitrar and numerous others.
Finally, a migration seems to have taken place from Scania into the Danish islands, whence the original inhabitants, who I would think were of Slavonic origin, ÍOb under respective entries). Finally, Árni says that there was a migration from Scandinavia first towards the Danish archipelago, and later from there into Jutland.
Once again, the evidence given to support this is primarily toponymic, and Árni mentions the following place names: Erri, Falstur, Mön, the etymologies of which are in part still unclear, but are most probably Germanic (cf. ÍOb under respective entries). In the third scheda, Árni addresses the question of the barbaric invasions of Italy and Spain. He admits that the invading peoples were Germanic, albeit, as he says, not from the far North. In support of this he offers some linguistic evidence and mentions that Scanzia is not given a specific location in the writings of ancient historians. With reference to his linguistic evidence, i.e. the introduction of the prepositive article and the absence of passive verbs, it is worth mentioning that the same argument appears in Árni's letter to Friedrich von Bassewitz, quoted in footnote 13.
Árni Magnússon's essays give an insight into his vast and varied scholarly production. Árni's legacy, both material and intellectual, has been passed on to 
